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So if you’ve been following me for a while you know that I adore the Pico-8. It’s such a cool little toy and I love the idea of pushing it’s limits to make the biggest game I can on the tiny little console.

pico8 | Tumblr
One project I’ve been working on for a couple months now is a PICO-8 version of Advance Wars. It’s one of my favorite games and I’ve put a lot of love into this one so far, redrawing the tileset a few times over now, and getting that god damn movement radius working has been a pain.

pico-8 | Tumblr
JUPITER GAS CITY REMASTERED Put your parkour skills to the test in the the vast and viscous aura of the Remastered Jupiter Gas City tileset, featuring completely remastered graphics, tilesets and audio design in each tile.. During your missions, storm your way past gas harvesters and massive reactors to expose the inner workings of a corporation overruled by the greedy obsessor, Alad V.

Latest Warframe News - Semlar.com
An update for Sven Co-op has been released. If you are running a dedicated server please use SteamCmd to update your servers. Those of you that were using the public release candidate can remain to do so, as this branch now matches the standard branch.

Sven Co-op: Pleasing Taste, Some Monsterism
It has been a long time but the MOD announced the whitepaper with planning unto 2032. This whitepaper includes the replacement of multiple ship classes and the expansion of the tanker fleet.

Future Royal Netherlands Navy & Belgian Naval Component ...
Captain Commando takes much of what makes Final Fight so appealing and adds in a wacky sci-fi setting, a wider range of weapons (including projectile attacks), ride-on vehicles and a three-player ...

Capcom Beat 'Em Up Bundle Review (Switch eShop) | Nintendo ...
Carlos Jaime Alazraqui (born July 20, 1962) is an American stand-up comedian, actor, voice actor, singer, impressionist, producer and screenwriter, possibly best known as Deputy James Garcia on Reno 911!. His extensive voice-over work includes the role of Spyro from Spyro The Dragon, Bobbi Fabulous on Phineas and Ferb, the Taco Bell chihuahua in the Taco Bell commercials, Denzel Crocker and ...

Carlos Alazraqui - Wikipedia
Whitecourt Star - a place for remembering loved ones; a space for sharing memories, life stories, milestones, to express condolences, and celebrate life of your loved ones.

Obituaries | Whitecourt Star
Jasmine is an actress who is resting at home. She is between films and is busy reading a script for her potential next movie. She is so engrossed in the script that she is unaware of the man approaching from behind, cloth in hand.

Movies by Model: Jasmine St James - Beauties in Bondage
On The Brink Of An Apocalyptic War With Iran, And Most Americans Don’t Seem To Care
Unfortunately, there doesn’t appear to be any “cooler heads” among Iranian leadership, and Trump has surrounded himself with war hawks like John Bolton and Mike Pompeo

On The Brink Of An Apocalyptic War With Iran, And Most ...
A computer mouse is a hand-held pointing device that detects two-dimensional motion relative to a surface. This motion is typically translated into the motion of a pointer on a display, which allows a smooth control of the graphical user interface. The first public demonstration of a mouse controlling a computer system was in 1968.
Computer mouse - Wikipedia
As much as we love to dwell on the classic games for our older systems, there are also some fresh games making their way onto the modern gaming scene that appeal to our retro sensibilities. The Racketboy community submitted their nominations for the best games that have a classic style that were released in 2018.

The Best Retro Games of 2018 - RetroGaming with Racketboy
Fans of the Traveller role playing game have to do a bit of work. Starships in Traveller are rated in terms of "displacement tons" or "dtons". This is a measure of volume, not mass. 1 dton is 14 cubic meters, which is approximately the volume taken up by one metric ton of liquid hydrogen (actually closer to 14.12 m³). Liquid hydrogen is starship fusion fuel.

Advanced Design - Atomic Rockets

BibMe Free Bibliography & Citation Maker - MLA, APA, Chicago, Harvard

BibMe: Free Bibliography & Citation Maker - MLA, APA ...
FIRE EMBLEM: ULTIMATE TUTORIAL. Welcome to my “ultimate” Fire Emblem hacking tutorial, dedicated towards hacking the GBA Fire Emblem games. Don’t say I didn’t warn you: this tutorial is massive and it has tons of details. Although this tutorial is a bit inclined towards Fire Emblem 7: Blazing Sword, the information can usually apply to the other games.

www.feshrine.net
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice is the 2016 sequel to Man of Steel, directed by Zack Snyder and the second film in the DC Extended Universe. It was written by Chris Terrio and based on a story by David S. Goyer and Zack Snyder. Two years after Man of Steel, Clark Kent/Superman (Henry Cavill) has taken his place as an icon and hero that makes the planet a safer place to live.

Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice (Film) - TV Tropes
In brief, the task of a Wild Weasel aircraft is to bait enemy anti-aircraft defenses into targeting it with their radars, whereupon the radar waves are traced back to their source, allowing the Weasel or its teammates to precisely target it for destruction.. A simple analogy is playing the game of "flashlight tag" in the dark; a flashlight is usually the only reliable means of identifying ...

Detection - Atomic Rockets
Password requirements: 6 to 30 characters long; ASCII characters only (characters found on a standard US keyboard); must contain at least 4 different symbols;

Join LiveJournal
ChaosMagemon is a fanfiction author that has written 59 stories for Digimon, Tokyo Mew Mew, Ed, Edd n Eddy, Death Note, Naruto, Negima! Magister Negi Magi/魔法先生ネギま!, Kuroshitsuji, My Little Pony, Static Shock, Ninja Turtles, Power Rangers, Jackie Chan Adventures, X-overs, Ghost Busters (Real/Extreme), Steven Universe, Sekirei, Asobi ni iku yo!/あそびにいくヨ!, Infinite ...

ChaosMagemon | FanFiction
A type of Fetch Quest that involves going around killing enemies and collecting a certain amount of a specific item that these enemies randomly drop. They are most common in MMORPGs. The common hypothetical example involves a woodsman NPC asking the Player Character to deliver 20 sections of bear to him.. This sort of quest can draw attention to the inherent Fridge Logic of Random Drops, such as ...
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